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QUESTION 1

Select three statements that are true about the receiving process. (Choose three.) 

A. You can correct receiving transaction errors. 

B. You can record returns to suppliers and customers. 

C. You can record receipt of unordered items, research receipt, and match the delivery to a purchase order. 

D. You can use express receipt to distribute a given quantity of an item from a single supplier across multiple shipments
and distributions. 

E. You can define receiving tolerances and rules at the organization, supplier, item and order level, with the highest
level overriding the next levels (highest level being the organization). 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true regarding lot-based unit of measure (UOM) conversions? (Choose two.) 

A. You cannot update existing on-hand balances for lot-based UOM conversions. 

B. You can create lot-specific UOM conversions for on-hand lots or lots with a zero balance. 

C. You cannot create lot-specific UOM conversions for on-hand lots or lots with a zero balance. 

D. During a PO receipt, the lot-based conversion cannot be updated if the lot does not match existing conversion rates. 

E. Updating the on-hand balance on a lot-based UOM conversion requires a cycle count transaction with the lot number
provided in the count record. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

During implementation, there are various additional things that need to be considered for RFQs and Quotations. There
are seven documented areas to consider, as well as some common sense considerations. Select five options that
accurately depict these. (Choose five.) 

A. Data Cleanup is not important. 

B. RFQ and Quotation Usage is important. 

C. Data Mapping for RFQs Open Interface is important. 

D. RFQ and Quotation Conversion strategy is important. 

E. Data Cleanup of legacy RFQs and Quotes is important. 



F. Data Mapping from the legacy RFQs and Quotes is important. 

G. Quotation Usage and RFQ Usage does not matter because RFQs cannot be converted. 

H. The method by which RFQs are delivered to potential suppliers (Printed Forms) is important. 

I. Training on RFQ and Quotations is not necessary because the quotations are automatically created into Requisitions. 

J. You should just create new RFQs in the new system so that the linkage between RFQs and Requisitions can be
maintained. 

Correct Answer: BDEFH 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You receive a request to create a new responsibility for US Payables Manager. The request states that the new
responsibility should have access to all menu items except Invoice Payments. Identify two options that you would use to
restrict the Invoice Payments option on the new US Payables Manager responsibility. (Choose two.) 

A. Remove the request group from the new US Payables Manager responsibility 

B. Create a Menu Exclusion for Invoice Payments on the US Payables Manager responsibility. 

C. Create an Item Exclusion for Invoice Payments on the US Payables Manager responsibility. 

D. Create a Security Attribute for Invoice Payments on the US Payables Manager responsibility. 

E. Create a new menu excluding the Invoice Payments option and attach the new menu to the responsibility. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

Some move orders are pre-approved requests for subinventory transfers that bring material from a source location to a
staging subinventory within the organization. Identify the correct move order type. 

A. Shipping move orders 

B. Pick wave move order 

C. Move order requisitions 

D. Replenishment move orders 

E. Automatic move order requisitions 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6



ACME is using cycle counting and the quantity variance approval tolerances are specified at the cycle count header
level, cycle count Class level, and cycle count item level. When tolerances are set up at all the levels, which tolerance is
considered first by Inventory? 

A. Unit cost level 

B. Subinventory level 

C. Cycle count item level 

D. Cycle count class level 

E. Cycle count header level 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Identify two types of regions in Daily Business Intelligence. (Choose two.) 

A. menu 

B. table 

C. folder 

D. report 

E. graph 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 8

Which three statements are true about the item master? (Choose three.) 

A. It is possible to copy items across item master organizations. 

B. The item master organization is the centralized repository for all items in different organizations. 

C. It is possible to associate items in one item master organization with another item master organization. 

D. When an attribute control is set at the item master level, updates are not allowed at the item or organization level. 

E. There is no functional or technical difference between the item master organization and other organizations while
transacting on an item. 

F. When an attribute control is set at the item master level, updates can still be made at the item or organization level
but these updates would not propagate back up to the item master level. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 



QUESTION 9

Your client has an item that is used globally. The site in Colorado is evaluating a local source for the item. The buyer
requires the incoming goods from the local source to be separated from the goods received from nonlocal sources.
Which three actions should be performed to meet this requirement? (Choose three.) 

A. Enter the item in the subinventory form. 

B. Modify master item attributes to default a subinventory. 

C. Change the PO Line receipt routing to Inspection Required. 

D. Modify organization item attributes to default a subinventory. 

E. Create a separate subinventory to stock goods from the local source. 

F. Create item transaction default for the item in the Item Master Organization. 

G. Insert a separate subinventory on the purchase order and attach Receiver Notes. 

H. Ensure that you do not create an item transaction default for the item in the Inventory Organization. 

Correct Answer: EGH 

 

QUESTION 10

You received 100 units of item A on Monday. On Tuesday, you discovered that three units are missing from the
shipment. You entered a correction to adjust the quantity received to 97. On Wednesday, you found two units damaged
and you created a Return To Supplier transaction. The profile option PO: ERS Aging Period is set to 3 days. What is
true if the Payment on Receipt process is run on Friday? 

A. The process will generate an invoice for 95 units. 

B. The process will generate an invoice for 97 units and a debit memo for 2 units. 

C. The process will generate an invoice for 97 units. Then you will have to manually create a debit memo for 2 units. 

D. The Return To Supplier transaction already created a debit memo. The Payment on Receipt process will generate an
invoice for 97 units. 

E. The process will generate an invoice for 100 units. Then you will have to manually adjust the invoice for 3 units and
create a debit memo for 2 units. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

The SLA: SRS Trace Mode profile option indicates where the debug information provided by the concurrent programs is
printed. The values for this profile option are -lip and_________. (Choose two.) 

A. AF File 

B. LogFile 



C. OutFile 

D. User Defined file name 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

Two Customer Service Representatives each book a sales order for an item that is revision and lot controlled. There are
no other open, active sales orders for this item. Each Customer Service Representative pick releases their order to the
same warehouse independently. The Pick Release Rule used by both includes Auto Allocation. On the resulting Move
Orders, Inventory has allocated all the requested quantity for one of the sales orders, but only half the requested
quantity on the second sales order was available to be allocated. Using the Transact Move Orders form, which action
sequence can the warehouse person use to reduce the allocation on the first Move Order so that both customer orders
can be equally satisfied? 

A. 1. View/Update Allocations; 

2. Change the allocated Revision and Quantity values, as appropriate. 

B. 1. View/Update Allocations; 

2. 

Change the allocated Revision and Quantity values; 

3. 

Change the allocated Lot and Quantity values, as appropriate. 

C. 1. View/Update Allocations; 

2. 

Change the allocated Lot and Quantity values, as appropriate; 

3. 

Select the appropriate Missing Quantity Action. 

D. 1. View/Update Allocations; 

2. 

Change the allocated Revision and Quantity values, as appropriate; 

3. 

Change the Destination Subinventory. 

Correct Answer: C 
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